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Biodiversity in Deserts - a global perspective

and the Aralkum as an example

Siegmar-W. Breckle / Bielefeld / Germany

The diversity of organisms in different habitats varies considerably. Commonly, tropical

ecosystems are looked upon as being especially diverse. Deserts, however, seem almost

not to be inhabited by organisms. On the other hand, it has been proven, that centers of

diversity exist even in extra-tropical regions. On a global scale various hot-spots of

biodiversity exist. ln some drylands again, diversity can be high. Depending on which

definition is put as the basis for quantifying diversity in different groups of organisms,

highly different numbers for different areas can be obtained. lf the species numbers of an

area are not only related to the surface area (area wise diversify) but to the number of

individuals or to the available ecological resources (as e.g. water availability by annual

precipitation or evaporative demand etc. - resource related diversity) then totally different

index numbers are to be calculated. Of course, the different deserts (zonobiomes lll,

Vll[rlll] and I [rlll]) show, depending on their position in different floristic and faunistic

regions, a wide pattern. One does not only have to pay attention to the specific ecological

conditions of the site, but also to the factor of time, namely the history of evolution of flora

and fauna, as well as to the "factor of space", which can put limits to the conditions of

organisms' dispersal and spread.

The Aralkum is a perfect example to demonstrate invasion of plants and formation of a

distinct biodiversity. The Aral Sea was once the fourth largest Lake on earth. Since 1960

huge irrigation systems use most of the water of the two tributaries Amudarya and

Syrdarya, thus, nowadays only a small percentage of water reaches the Aral Basin. Since

several years the Aral Sea doesn't exist anymore. Three remnant basins are left: the

Small Aral Sea in the north, since 2005 separated by a dam from the Large Aral Sea in the

south, which consists now of a Western, deep basin and an Eastern very shallow basin.

The former desiccated sea floor is exhibiting huge salt flats and sand deserts. The area,

which fell dry from 1960 until 1980 are more or less sandy deserts with moving

sand-dunes and different types of barchane formation. The younger surface since about

1980 is mostly salt desert with puffy or solid salt crust on the surface. The area of this new

desert, the Aralkum, is now more than 5O.OOO km2. The primary succession by plants is

too slow to cover the Aralkum area in the next few years. But until now there are 312 plant

species recorded, mostly halophytes from the adjacent Karakum and Kyzylkum desert.

On sand Haloxylon aphyllum (black saxaul) is growing very well. Other species

(Halocnemum strobilaceum, Tamarix) and many other halophytes exhibit now a very

diverse picture of many dynamic vegetation types. The whole Eastern part of the Aralkum

in future will be a huge salt desert with a highly diverse halophyte flora.

ln general, each desert has its own specific flora, which on the basis of water availability,

is optimized: 1 mm of rainwater favours a similar number of angiosperm species as in the

tropical rain forest.
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